
Azdel

This composite material is 50% lighter weight, impervious to water and mold. It also gives a higher R 
value and acts as a sound barrier to give a quieter ride. Plus, Adel is a formaldehyde free material to 
eliminate toxic fumes in the coach. And with the 2" wall construction, which is 20% thicker than our 

competition is gives us a more rigid wall for longer lasting coach.

In-House Chassis Modification
By Coachmen being authorized by FORD and CHEVY to modify the chassis on our campus it  allows us 

to provide strict quality control cutting out the middle man, adding frame rail sections for more rigidity 
all while using OEM certified parts.

Maximum length awnings

The powered awnings are adjustable, and extend almost the entire length of every floor plan giving you 
a bigger outdoor living space. By placing the slideouts on the driver side of the coach it also is a safety 
feature by eliminating the threat of someone running into the corner of the slideouts on the activity 

side of the coach.

Integrated entry step
this 2 step entry eliminates mechanical parts with a dual battery tray. Also this 2 step entry enables a 

lower living room area allowing us to offer swivel seats in the cock pit area.

Warehouse Exterior Storage

Our exterior storage is about 40% larger than our competition. Not only is it larger allowing for more 
gear but we use a military grade material for the compartments called Rotocast. Rotocast is seamlessly 
installed with weep holes in each compartment allowing for multiple uses such as an outside cooler by 

putting ice in them. Plus, we give at least 2 access doors to every storage area.

Exterior Entertainment Center
Coachmen uses a brand called Furrion that is tested for cold and hot weather as well as put through a  
stress test to make sure it can withstand the rigors of a coach going camping in all kinds of elements.

50 Gallon Fresh Water Tank

Coachmen designs our coaches to be used not just in a campground but also to go dry camping. By 
offering a fresh water capacity that is at least 20% larger than our competition, you the customer can 

enjoy your motor home for longer periods of time even if you are not a camp ground. The exception is 
the 270Qb  at 40 gallons and the 280BH at 46 gallons.

68 lbs. of LP Again, Coachmen offers the largest LP tank allowing for longer dry camping capability.

Hep-O Valve
This type of drain line uses no water, is low maintenance but most importantly it prevents odors or 

gases from holding tanks to seep into the motorhome which is much more sanitary than the traditional 
"p-traps" that most of our competition uses.

PEX Plumbing Lines
This type of plumbing gives superior water, requires less fittings reducing the chance for leaks, resistant 

to freeze breakage but also prevents heat transfer which conserves energy.

Ride Rite Suspension
This feature is available for the Premier package only but it will improve your ride by smoothing out 

your ride even when hitting potholes on the road. And once you arrive you can independently inflate or 
deflate the airbags to help level the motor home at the campsite.

Water Works Compartment
This compartment offers a blank tank flush, exterior pump switch and single hose inlet allowing for 
easier set up and tear down and winterizing. All with a LED light to allow for set up even in the dark. 
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1.5" Transition Step

Coachmen offers the smallest transition step from cab to coach in the industry which gives MANY 
benefits. First of all, it allows for everyone seated in the back of the coach to see out the front 

windshield preventing car sickness. It also allows for the option of cockpit swivel seats as well as ease 
of movement for the customer to go from cab to coach.

Even Cool A/C System
This residential style duct work allows for superior and more efficient air flow that is quieter and will 

cool the coach much quicker than our competition. This system is standard in 13.5  but with the option 
to upgrade to the 15k with heat pump. n/a 20cb and 21qb  

One-Piece Countertops
This 1 piece water resistant countertop has a residential feel with no seams. You will also notice it has 
a bull nose edging no sharp corners and no glued T-molding. This style is also about 30% lighter weight 

than what most other competitors offer.

80" Residential Beds

We offer a full size residential queen bed that is 80" in length on all floor plans. Where most of our 
competition offer what is called a "RV queen" that is 6-8" shorter, we will give you that much more leg 
room. But also saves money by being able to use the bedding you have at home instead of buying RV 

sheets. Plus, we have the option for a pillowtop mattress to give even more comfort.

Optional 4-point Electric Stabilizer Jacks
This optional electric system makes it much easier for setting up and tearing down. And once it is set 

up it will help prevent the rocking motion while using your motor home.

Bed Side Charging Station
Each motor home comes standard with multiple ports for all sorts of electronics. By offering, 110, 12 

volt, USB outlets you can charge any electronic device including your CPAP machine.

95" x 57" Cab Over

By offering the largest cab over in the industry, we can give you more sleeping space or more room for 
your cargo. We are also the only OEM to offer both a child safety net and ladder to the cab over. But 

don't let just the size impress you, we also use an aluminum floor which allows us to offer more weight 
capacity and longer life to your floor where most of our competition offer only a wood construction in 

their floor.

Child Safety Tether
Coachmen makes sure that your family and friends are safe while traveling with multiple seat belts in 
the back but we go the extra step and give the customer a safe place to attach a child safety seat. And 

make sure you notice that our seatbelts use a NUT and Bolt to fasten the safety belts.
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